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	If you want to create 2D graphics for Android from scratch, this book is the perfect guide. It covers all the angles of using Android Canvas with a step-by-step approach to give your apps the graphical edge.


	Overview

	
		Understand user interactions and respond to those actions
	
		Discover how to work with graphics in Android from scratch
	
		Using a step by step approach, create a graphics-rich, fully functional application
	
		Use Nine-Patch image



	In Detail


	When you're writing an application in which you would like to perform specialized drawing and/or control the animation of graphics, you should do so by drawing through a canvas. A canvas works for you as an interface to the actual surface upon which your graphics will be drawn-it holds all of your "draw" calls. Via the Android Canvas, your drawing is actually performed on an underlying Bitmap, which is placed into the window.


	Learning Android Canvas is a practical guide, which will help you develop applications that contain rich 2D graphics like backgrounds, buttons, and even some small games with static 2D graphics. The book is full of step-by-step lessons and practical examples. This book helps you develop rich graphical applications and some simple games.


	Learning Android Canvas will help you understand everything that is required to develop an Android application that involves creating 2D graphics from scratch to a fully functional complete application. You will start with zero knowledge of using graphics within Android applications and will then go step by step to learn about different objects and techniques. In the end you will be able to develop a complete application fully loaded with graphics and functions.


	The book will give you a detailed practical explanation of Nine-Patch images and its importance in designing layouts and backgrounds. We will also take a detailed look at user interactions such as touch, capturing the action, and responding to them accordingly. Finally we will have a working, fully functional graphic application that uses all the knowledge that we have acquired previously.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create a drawable thread to take away the load from the main thread
	
		Develop important drawables and shapes
	
		Understand the actions performed by users, capturing them, and responding to them
	
		Unfold the basics of nested layouts
	
		Design your own View classes and use them in the main class
	
		Discover the graphics used as backgrounds of the whole screen or controls like buttons
	
		Draw on the Android Canvas and Views
	
		Set up the listener for touch events



	Approach


	This book is a fast-paced, practical, step-by-step tutorial guide full of examples that are easy to follow and implement.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is a great resource for developers who have basic Android development knowledge and want to work on graphics-rich applications and games but are totally new to working with graphics and Android Canvas.
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Creating Web Pages All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Your key to creating winning Web sites


	Your one-stop guide to creating eye-catching pages with today's most popular tools


	Whether you're looking to show off your digital photos or launch your own blog, this guide delivers all the know-how you need to create Web pages for any...
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Software Evolution With UML and XMLIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Software Evolution with UML and XML provides a forum where expert insights are presented on the subject of linking three current phenomena: software  evolution, UML and XML. Software evolution and reengineering are a real  problem in the software industry     

       About the Author

Hongji Yang is currently...
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Aging: Theories and Potential Therapies (New Biology)Facts on File, 2004

	Discusses the aging process and diseases associated with it, compares human and animal life spans, describes geriatrics and its history, examines ways of extending life, and includes background material on cell biology.
...
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Web Design: Best Portfolios (Icons) (English, French and German Edition)Taschen, 2005

	As an editor, I am always looking for references for

	all the publications I have been doing, and after

	some years I came to the conclusion that there is

	just one place to look for all I need: the web. And you

	got to know how I ? look for things, not to waste your

	precious hours to find the references you need. This

	book...
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Excel 2007: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Many experienced users may initially find Excel 2007 rather disorientating. But Excel 2007: Beyond the Manual will introduce those who are already familiar with Excel basics to more advanced features, like consolidation, what-if analysis, PivotTables, sorting and filtering, and some commonly used functions.
You'll learn how to maximize...
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Adventures in the World of Matrices (Contemporary Mathematical Studies)Nova Press, 2007
The purpose of the book is to give the reader a feeling for the beauty and the surprises of mathematical research by building up step by step a theory of cycle matrices. The notions of matrix and cycle are presented for those readers who do not yet know the concepts. Then, starting and experimenting with cycle matrices of low dimensions and...
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